


An amazing journey into  
Italian design 



kitchens 



“projects conceived to tailor and dress the spaces of those who are looking for unique solutions: a 
flexible and cross-cutting range of materials and finishes, designed to customized every detail of 
the space and create a functional atmosphere, suitable to wellness”. 





walking closet  
wardrobe 



“the new collection for a contemporary bedroom marked by freedom of combinations.  
Furnishing ideas that tell of different personalities and styles but are all characterized by great 
sensitivity for the creativity and the preciousness of the materials used.  
Design and feeling, visual and tactile emotions.  
Wardrobes are not just mere containers, but rather spaces where to order and preserve every-
thing with originality and style.” 



bedrooms 



“these bedrooms ideas express different personalities and styles but are all characterized by a 
great sensitivity for the creative and fine materials used. Design and charm, visual and tactile emo-
tions: beds and storage units furnish space with originality and style.” 



sofas 



 
“materials, craftsmanship and a strong identity are the basic concepts of the Sofa Design Collection. 
With its inspiring, highly elegant solutions, the sofa plays the starring role in the domestic living area.  
Shapes that are highly precise or unusually cozy distinguish the collection’s excellent comfort and 
relaxation.” 



baths & accessories 



“a surprising sense of materials and a geometrical sophisticated instinct.  
Our baths and accessories design matches the emotion with the rationality proposing new exclu-
sive projects where the attention paid to details turns out in a prestigious whole.” 



office 



“beyond the concept of executive office we propose a system of defined elements. 
Craftsmanship and design synthesized in a unique collection. 
An example of perfect balance between modernity and naturalness. 
a project full of charm and suggestions in which the design choices express a clear vocation to 
the primary forms, simplicity and rationality”. 



hospitality, hotel,  
restaurant, bar, canteen 



“if you are talk about of creating a piece of art, for your project, for sure you need to focus on a 
famous creator. After the “opera” has been conceived, Italian craftsman are the outstanding  
transformers of dreams in reality.  
No matter what any kind of materials start to get shape on their hands. Metals, woods, glasses, 
clays, stones are the most common materials that have been made notorious our artisans around 
the world.” 







hospitality 
hotel’s bedrooms 



 
“check into your own pampering space, with a boutique-chic inspired bedrooms.” 

 



hospitality 
professional kitchens 



“professional’s commercial catering equipment range top quality, innovative products for the food 
service industry. Whether it’s a takeaway, casual dining, hotel or full silver service operation, we 
have the equipment to match.  
Collectively, these products create highly efficient, economical and ergonomic kitchens that com-
bine excellent results, productivity and hygiene with low energy consumption and operating costs. 
Store. Prepare. Cook. Serve. Clean. We delivers complete understanding.” 







lighting illumination 



“what inspires us is the idea of creating light solutions with innovative shapes and materials. we 
have always pursued the values of simplicity, aesthetics and functionally.  
Design and technology of the future for today’s light sources.”  
 



interior surface 



“we want to inspire with colour and matter, anticipating new needs with innovative solutions to im-
prove lives. This is our challenge. 
The know-how we have developed and our specialised staff enable us to offer reliable, versatile 
and customised solutions so as to consolidate, in every case, the indispensable collaboration be-
tween the world of surfaces, the world of architecture and the world of design.” 





exterior surface 



“Laminam is a high tech, beautiful surface offering an outstanding performance in all fields of solid 
applications: building, furniture and interior design. Its revolutionary physical and mechanical prop-
erties makes Laminam ideal as an exterior covering, applied to systems of ventilated fachades 
and for the renovation of buildings, with significant results in terms of energy savings. The perfect-
ly flat surface of the slabs and the ease of working makes it a material whose architectural and 
creative qualities are unique in the world of furniture and interior design. Laminam is like a real  

skin and can be used as a covering for walls and 
floors in both residential and public applications, as a 
customised horizontal surface for kitchen worktops 
and bathroom fittings, counter tops in public spaces, 
outdoor tables and as a vertical surface for doors 
and partition walls.” 



Our Network Services  



interior Design, furniture installation,  





special structures  
by BLDing Studio  



BLDing Studio mostly performs advanced structural analysis, enhancement graphic representation of each level –  
from sketch to executed and also offers technical consults for each plan level. 
Structural engineering and materials analysis for structures in:  
      Steel; Wood; Reinforced concrete; Glass; Aluminium; Innovative materials. 
       In addition to structural engineering, BLDing Studio can also provide complete structural drawings, lists  
       for materials procurement, shop drawings and, where requested, can also supervise the execution of the  
       works on the site, providing instructions and guidance and, if requested, carrying out inspections. 
Geotechnical engineering 
      In collaboration with specialist consultants operating in this field, can be applied to draw up efficient on-site 
       survey plans and to identify the most suitable solutions for every type of terrain and construction: 
       Deep foundations: piles, micropiles, diaphragm walls etc.;  
       Permanent and provisional support structures for the construction of support walls, underground structures, 
       etc.; 
Complete engineering of the building envelope. 
       In modern constructions, the building envelope has become the most important "subsystem" of a building, 
       In light of all the architectural aspects and the long-term service life that the envelope guarantees, but  
       especially for control of the exchange of energy between the interior and exterior. A thorough knowledge of 
       its effective performance is necessary, and it is essential to know how to design, calculate, engineer,  
       produce, realize and then manage the façades of modern buildings in order to ensure that the effective  
       performance of the envelope meets the requisites of the project.  
      This applies not only to the most modern glass façades, but also to the restructuring of historical buildings,  
       or the creation of a ventilated wall containing doors and windows and decorative architectural features.  



green housing, bio homes 
sustainable building 

  



Dr.Urb. Vanni Battistella is an Urban Designer of sustainable buildings and infrastructures.  
He is also an Energy Certifier.  
A bad use of materials, symmetries, proportions, shapes or colours, orientation in connection with 
the external environment can be the cause of a discordant living also called Sick Building Syndrome. 
As planner and consultant, he can provides concrete support to architects, designers and engi-
neers for integrated and innovative design aimed to creating healthy, wholesome and sustainable  

landscapes or environments: the purpose is to 
really improve the quality of human life. Each 
project is developed with every attention to 
details by satisfying the individual and social 
needs and achieving a holistic vision of the 
spaces. 



architecture  
and  interior design”  

 



Multilingual Chartered Italian Ar-

chitect Serena Termini pro-
vides works design and consultan-
cy especially focused on interior 
design projects (private homes, 
retail, hotels and bars) for giving a 
complete and tailored service. 

Serena Termini Architect & 
Interior Designer operates via  

“IHD The Finest Italian Home 
Design” network to deliver turn-
key projects beyond expectations.  
The approach is based on Italian 
sensitivity, permeated by originali-
ty, design, flair and creativity, on 
the architectural culture and on 
the current trends in design, fash-
ion, art. The Italian Style combines 
the search for sophisticated interiors and the traditional elegance 
with a modern sensibility for a class design and timeless.  The decorations, contemporary accents, classic 

influences, excellent sense of colours and lights, 
materials, attention to details and to quality, 
comfort and liveability standards, characterize 
the signature. The refined interiors design tend 
towards a discerning clientele on the high-end 
of the Luxury Market.  

Serena Termini Architect & Interior De-
signer cooperates with “IHD The Finest 
Italian Home Design” to providing a com-
plete and very high Italian quality service. Ma-
terials, finishes, high attention to detail con-
struction, sensitivity and harmony between 
beauty and functional together with special 
skills, workers, artisans, specialist consultants 

for a rigorously 100% MADE IN ITALY.  
Expertise and know-how meet a flexible and 
practical approach to our clients’ requirements 
to provide a complete service turnkey project. 




